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Abstract
Background: Obesity is associated with impairments of physical function, cardiovascular fitness, muscle strength and the
capacity to perform activities of daily living. This review examines the specific effects of exercise training in relation to body
composition and physical function demonstrated by changes in cardiovascular fitness, and muscle strength when obese
adults undergo energy restriction.
Methods: Electronic databases were searched for randomised controlled trials comparing energy restriction plus exercise
training to energy restriction alone. Studies published to May 2013 were included if they used multi-component methods
for analysing body composition and assessed measures of fitness in obese adults.
Results: Fourteen RCTs met the inclusion criteria. Heterogeneity of study characteristics prevented meta-analysis. Energy
restriction plus exercise training was more effective than energy restriction alone for improving cardiovascular fitness,
muscle strength, and increasing fat mass loss and preserving lean body mass, depending on the type of exercise training.
Conclusion: Adding exercise training to energy restriction for obese middle-aged and older individuals results in favourable
changes to fitness and body composition. Whilst weight loss should be encouraged for obese individuals, exercise training
should be included in lifestyle interventions as it offers additional benefits.
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obesity alone can lead to a 5 times greater risk of developing old
age frailty compared with healthy weight peers [12]. There
appears to be an additive effect of obesity and low strength for the
development of mobility disability and walking speed during aging.
One recent study [13] observed a 17% decline in walking speed
after six years in obese participants with low strength compared
with 2% decline for non-obese, non-low strength group. Low
strength was shown to have the greatest influence for decline in
walking speed over time.
A lack of adequate lower extremity muscle strength and power
in obesity may impair simple tasks such as walking and stair
climbing [8]. Obese individuals may possess low cardiorespiratory
fitness, strength and endurance relative to their body mass,
reduced spinal flexibility and joint ranges of motion. All of these
can increase the risk of pain and injury at work, increased

Introduction
Increasing obesity and central adiposity leads to a greater risk of
developing obesity-related morbidities and disabilities [1,2].
Diabetes mellitus, cardiovascular disease, sleep apnoea, dyspnoea,
mental illness, osteoarthritis, foot and ankle tendinitis, plantar
fasciitis, low back pain and chronic lower extremity pain all impact
negatively on an individual’s capacity to perform activities of daily
living and are more prevalent in obese individuals [3,4,5,6].
Further, reduced capacity for activities of daily living may occur
prior to the development of these conditions and may be related to
adverse metabolic and biomechanical changes associated with
obesity [7,8]. Obese individuals often experience the vicious cycle
of low exercise capacity, physical disability and breathlessness
leading to physical inactivity, in turn leading to further weight gain
[9] and loss of physical function [10,11]. In addition, midlife
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absenteeism and reduced work capacity [14,15,16,17]. At home,
low relative physical condition associated with obesity may impair
the capacity to undertake household chores, general activities of
daily living and interfere with the ability to engage in social
activities [18]. Low cardiorespiratory capacity and lack of regular
involvement in exercise may reduce concentration, the capacity to
deal with anxiety and stress, and impair cognitive function
[19,20,21]. Regular aerobic or resistance exercise training
influences physical fitness and functional capacity through
improvements in muscular strength, power, endurance, and
cardiorespiratory and vascular fitness. Aerobic exercise training
specifically facilitates the improvement in central and peripheral
cardiorespiratory, vascular and metabolic function, while resistance training improves muscular endurance, strength, power and
hypertrophy [22]. The addition of specific exercise training to
energy restriction in obesity may, in addition to changes in
physical fitness confer favourable body composition outcomes
[23].
Although the mechanisms that lead to weight gain or loss are
complex and not fully understood (behavioural, environmental,
inherited, and physiological) [1,24,25,26], the final determination
for alterations in weight can be viewed most broadly by an energy
imbalance via one or both of energy over-consumption and low
energy expenditure. Energy restriction and regular exercise
training can independently influence the degree of fat mass loss
and lean mass loss in overweight and obese individuals during
weight loss interventions [27]. The implications for excessive lean
mass loss during weight loss are well established. Lean mass is
integral to the long term maintenance of metabolic rate, core body
temperature, skeletal integrity, muscle strength, functional capacities [28,29], and the prevention of sarcopenic obesity later in life
[30]. During weight loss a greater proportion of lean mass is lost
compared to when weight is regained [31,32]. The resulting lean
mass deficit and continued lack of physical activity during ageing
may lead to increased risk of physical disability later in life [33,34].
Rapid and substantial weight loss observed following bariatric
surgery can produce immediate improvements in functional
capacity in the absence of exercise training [35]. In older adults,
it appears that engaging in relatively small amounts of physical
activity such as regular incidental activity can reduce the risk of
developing impaired physical function [36,37], however a blunted
response to exercise training can be seen in obese individuals
exposed to the same training stimulus as their healthy weight peers
[37]. In healthy populations, changes in strength and aerobic
fitness can be directly related to the training stimulus [38] and the
exercise training variables manipulated such as frequency,
intensity, time or type of activity [22,39,40] There are no reviews
that compare changes in functional capacity or fitness in obese
adults following energy restriction with or without exercise
training.
Currently, multicomponent methods such as DXA (Dualenergy X-ray absorptiometry) and MRI (magnetic resonance
imaging) are preferred methods of measuring body composition
for changes in fat free mass during weight loss as it reduces the
reliance on algorithmic assumptions of fat free mass hydration and
density which may be inaccurate for obese individuals [41,42,43].
Multicomponent body composition methods are more sensitive to
changes in fat free mass compared with two-component models
such as hydrodensitometry, air displacement plethysmography,
bioelectrical impedance, near-infrared or skin folds [28,44,45]
which may be more appropriate for those studies that result in
small changes in weight.
Previous systematic reviews have compared changes in
body composition using a variety of two-compartment body
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

composition techniques but none have included objective measures of physical function or fitness following energy restriction
with or without exercise training in obese adults. Weinheimer et al.
[23] published on the effects of exercise training on fat free mass in
middle aged and older adults. The primary outcome measure was
body composition in older adults at increased risk of developing
sarcopenic obesity. The study found that regular exercise training
in addition to energy restriction may attenuate the loss of fat free
mass in older adults compared to energy restriction alone. This
follows a similar finding in an earlier review of overweight and
mildly obese adults [46].Both reviews included two-compartment
body composition techniques that estimate fat-free mass according
to general assumptions of total body water and bone mineral
density; but also may not be sufficiently sensitive to detect small
changes in fat-free mass during weight loss [28,47]. A third review
[48] limited the inclusion of papers to those that employed the use
of MRI and computed tomography to determine visceral adipose
tissue changes following either aerobic, progressive resistance
training or combined treatment in adults. This review showed that
aerobic but not progressive resistance training or combined
treatments were shown to lower visceral adipose tissue to a greater
extent than control groups. To our knowledge there has not been a
systematic review on changes in physical function, fitness and body
composition in obese adults during energy restriction alone
compared to energy restriction combined with exercise training.
The importance of muscle quality (force per unit of cross sectional
muscle area) is raised in one review but fitness or strength
measures were not outcome measures reported in that review [23].
Body composition and measures of aerobic and muscular fitness
may influence physical function. A decline in physical fitness and
adverse body composition changes can occur during weight loss
and during weight cycling which may increase the risk of
developing reduced functional capacity and physical disability
later in life. The purpose of this review is to examine the effects of
exercise training when added to energy restriction for changes in
body composition and cardiovascular and muscular fitness
measures in obese adults.

Materials and Methods
Search strategy
Medline, Embase and Cinahl electronic databases were
searched (Figure 1) for randomised controlled trials (RCTs) up
to May 2013 using the following search strategy: keyword and
categorical searches were performed (i) Weight loss, or body
composition (ii) diet* or ‘‘diet therapy’’ or ‘‘diet restriction’’ or
‘‘caloric restriction’’ or ‘‘calorie’’ or ‘‘bariatric surgery’’ or ‘‘gastric
banding’’ or ‘‘vertical banded gastroplasty’’; (iii) exerc* or
‘‘physical activity’’ or aerobic* or ‘‘resistance training’’ or fitness.
Categories i-iii were also combined using ‘‘AND’’, limited to
humans, reported in English, and adults aged 18+ years. In
addition, reference lists of publications meeting the inclusion
criteria were manually searched to identify any relevant studies not
found through electronic searches. Two authors CM and SS
independently assessed the suitability of each study for inclusion.
Disagreements were resolved by discussion between the two
researchers.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria
Only RCTs that met the following criteria were included in this
review: (i) published in English, (ii) cohorts were adults aged 18
years and older, (iii) the same energy restriction intervention was
used in the energy restriction only and, combined exercise training
with energy restriction arms of the study, (iv) mean BMI of
2
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Figure 1. Method for selecting studies to include in this review.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0081692.g001

participants $ 30 kg.m2, (v) Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry
(DXA), or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), (vi) a minimum of
two groups comprising energy restriction only and energy
restriction plus exercise training. Studies were excluded if they
did not report changes in objective measures of physical function
or fitness. Outcome measures for inclusion were fat free mass and
fat mass, and cardio-respiratory fitness, muscle strength or
muscular endurance measures. In the case of more than one
publication arising from the same study or patient cohort, the
largest study only was included. Unblinded appraisal of risk of
publication bias of reports to be included in the review was
performed independently by two authors (CM and SS). Publications were assessed against pre-defined quality features [49]
(Table 1) to be included in the review and analysis. These
included: the method of treatment assignment; control of selection
bias after treatment assignment; blinding; and outcome assessment
(if blinding was not possible). Pre-specified analyses for assessing
risk of bias across studies were not completed due to a lack of
identified publications.
There are numerous methods used to assess body composition,
all with varying degrees of reliability and validity. We chose to
select only those studies that employed the use of DXA or full body
MRI. The rationale for this was to eliminate methods that rely on
algorithmic assumptions of fat free mass hydration and density
which may be inaccurate for obese individuals [41,42,43]. The
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

methods that we included are more sensitive to changes in fat free
mass compared with two-component models such as hydrodensitometry, air displacement plethysmography, bioelectrical impedance, near-infrared or skin folds [28,44,45]. Bariatric surgery that
involves malabsorption of nutrients were not included as they have
been found to interfere with the levels of gastrointestinal hormone
ghrelin which may influence release of growth hormone and affect
lean mass [50,51]. Gastric banding was the only surgical
procedure to be included as part of this review as a form of
energy restriction.
In view of the heterogeneity in study design, interventions, age
of participants, medication use, cardio-metabolic disease status,
and outcome measures we provide a descriptive review rather than
a meta-analysis of results. Each of the tables in the results provides
the actual means and SD for each of the measures as reported in
the 14 papers. In addition for Table 4, we have presented VO2peak
in absolute terms (ml.min21), and relative to total body mass
(ml.min21.kg BM21) and lean body mass (ml.min21.kg LM21).
We have used the means of total body mass or lean body mass, as
appropriate for each study, to calculate VO2peak from the absolute
measure of VO2peak, or vice versa.

Statistical methods for body mass and composition
Percentage changes in reported pre- and post- means of body
mass and composition were calculated for groups treated in
3
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Table 1. Checklist for appraising the quality of studies included.

Condition

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Method of
treatment
assignment

Correct, blinded randomization
method described OR
randomized, double-blind
method stated AND group
similarity documented

Blinding and randomization
stated but method not
described OR suspect technique
(e.g. allocation by drawing
from an envelope)

Randomization claimed
but not described and
investigator not blinded

Randomization not mentioned

Control of
selection bias
after treatment
assignment

Intention to treat analysis
AND full follow-up

Intention to treat analysis
AND: 15% loss to follow-up

Analysis by treatment
received only OR no
mention of withdrawals

Analysis by treatment received
AND no mention of withdrawals
OR more than 15% withdrawals/
loss-to-follow-up/postrandomization exclusions

Blinding

Blinding of outcome assessor
AND patient and care giver

Blinding of outcome assessor
OR (patient AND care-giver)

Blinding not done

Outcome assessment
(if blinding was
not possible)

All patients had standardized
assessment

No standardized assessment
OR not mentioned

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0081692.t001

with mean body mass index (BMI) ranging from 31 kg.m2to
37 kg.m2. Intervention duration ranged from three to twelve
months. There were no exercise training studies that used
restrictive bariatric surgery as a form of energy restriction and
therefore all studies employed dietary energy restriction. Energy
deficits ranged between 400 kcal.d-1 and 1,000 kcal.d-1 across the
14 studies. The exercise training interventions included progressive resistance training (RT), aerobic training (AT) or a
combination of the two modes. AT was predominately performed
at moderate to vigorous intensities (65–85% maximum or peak
heart rate) for between 90 and 225 minutes per week distributed
over three to five days. RT protocols typically utilised two to three
sets of 8–12 repetitions for eight to nine different exercises on
alternate days of the week at approximately 65% of one repetition
maximum (1-RM), progressing to approximately 85% 1-RM.
Three studies [56,57,58] assessed strength in the exercise training
group only and therefore these results will be omitted from this
review.
One study [59] reported on results at six months following
weight loss and again six months later after weight maintenance.
Only the data from the energy restriction period (initial six
months) of the study was included for the purpose of this review.
Ten studies [52,55,59,60,61,62,63,64,65,66] included older adults
and postmenopausal women aged 50-75, while four studies
included younger participants aged 37 to 44 years [56,57,58,67].
All studies excluded the use of hormone replacement therapy and
two of the 12 studies allowed the continued use of anti-diabetic
and anti-hypertensive medication[52,64]. Seven studies specifically excluded those with diabetes [55,60,61,62,63,65,67], while four
allowed inclusion of participants with type 2 diabetes[52,59,64,66]. One study did not prevent or exclude the use
of statin therapy during the intervention [64].

selected studies. Studies that reported skeletal mass rather than fatfree mass were excluded from these summaries. The published
report by Daly et al [52] study was supplemented with a personal
communication which enabled the percentage change in the
means to be calculated. Data from reports were extracted
independently and verified by CM and SS.
Predicted means of the percentage changes for each of the four
types of treatment group (ER = Energy Restriction, ER+A =
Energy Restriction plus Aerobic Training, ER+R = Energy
Restriction plus Resistance Training, and, ER+A+R = Energy
Restriction plus a combination of Aerobic and Resistance
Training) were calculated by fitting a linear mixed model using
residual (or restricted) maximum likelihood (REML). The treatments were regarded as fixed effects and the studies, and groups
within studies, were regarded as random effects. Estimates of the
standard deviations of the percentage changes in the means could
not be recovered from all the published reports of the studies and
so the mixed model analysis was unweighted. The F-test was used
to test for significant variation between the four types of treatments
and least significant difference (LSD) tests were used to explore
differences between the groups. All tests were conducted at the 5%
significance level. The REML directive in the GenStat statistical
system (Release 14.2) was used to calculate the means and perform
the statistical tests [53].

Results
A total of 1,077 citations matching the search criteria were
found in the initial literature search. The abstracts of these
publications were screened and 933 articles were excluded as they
did not meet the inclusion criteria (Figure 1). The full text of 144
articles were retrieved. A further 131 were excluded from these,
leaving 13 RCTs. A manual search of the reference lists of the 13
articles that were included identified one additional paper and so
was added to this review (Table 2). Two papers were identified
that presented the same data from one group of participants
[54,55]. Changes in body mass and body composition were the
primary and secondary outcome measures in one of these papers
[55] and was therefore selected for inclusion.

Adverse Events
Two studies reported on adverse events [59,64] while 12 studies
did not report on adverse events [52,55,56,57,58,60,61,
62,63,65,66,67]. One study found no adverse events related to
participation [64] but reported the drop out of two volunteers due
to adverse reactions to medications. The other study [59] to report
on adverse events that were probably related or definitely related
to study participation include: seven complaints of back or knee
pain in the exercise training groups; one ankle fracture; one
tendon tear and tendonitis; one hematoma; and one paroxysm of

Characteristics of included studies
The studies that were included are described in Table 2. The
mean age of participants across all studies ranged from 37–75years
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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F (13) M (16)

F+M (59)

F (23)

Daly
2005 [52]

Wycherley
2010 [66]

Bouchard
2009 [61]

58

44

37

41

62

51

67

70

58

67

55

44

58

70

Mean
age

30.9

33

33

33

32

35

32

37

32

32

32

34

33

37

Mean
BMI

12 mo.

4 mo.

4 mo.

4 mo.

3 mo.

4 mo.

6 mo.

6 mo.

6 mo.

4 mo.

3 mo.

5 mo.

5 mo.

6 mo.

Study
Duration

91%

88%

100%

100%

96%

71%

100%

97%

78%

100%

92%

100%

85%

87%

Completed

Body mass

Glucose tolerance,
insulin action

Metabolic risk factors

Skeletal muscle mass

Physical capacity

Body mass, body
composition,
cardiovascular
disease risk factors

Bone mineral density,
lean mass

Fat-free mass

Psychosocial factors

Exercise efficiency
and economy

Sympathoinhibition,
metabolic syndrome
components

Mitochondrial capacity

Abdominal adipose
tissue, cardiovascular
disease risk factors

Physical performance
score

Primary
outcomes

1.5 (0.2 days) Supervised;
2.5 (0.4 days) Unsupervised

100%
88%

93 (68.5%)

NR

3–5640 min.wk-1 AT; $1
session supervised
3–4640 min.wk-1 AT; 1
session supervised
3–5645 min.wk-1 AT; 3
sessions supervised; 2
sessions unsupervised
36(2–4 sets of 6 exercises).
wk-1 supervised RT
3690 min.wk-1
supervised RT+AT
36(3 sets x 8–10 reps of 9
exercises).wk-1 supervised RT
36(268–12 of 8 exercises).wk-1
supervised RT

36(3 set x 8 reps of 9
exercises). wk-1 supervised RT

,25% energy
deficit.day-1
600 kcal.day-1
deficit; *48/22/30
a

500–1,000 kcal.day-1
deficit; ,30% cal
from fat
500–800 kcal.day-1
deficit; *55/15/30
750 kcal.day-1
deficit; *50/20/30
ER to induce
0.25kg wt loss.wk-1
,30% kcal from fat
1,400–1,600 kcal.day-1;
*43/33/22 (HP) *53/
19/26 (STD)

85%

AT: 5637 min.wk-1 supervised;
RT: 36(1 set x 8–12 reps of 8
exercises).wk-1 supervised
AT: 5645 min.wk-1; $ 3
sessions supervised.

1,000 kcal.day-1
deficit; ,30%
kcal from fat.
1,200–2,000 kcal.
day-1; ,30% kcal
from fat.

AT: 92 (74–99%); RT:
96 (85–100%)

AT: 5634 min.wk-1 supervised;
RT: 36(1 set x 8–12 reps of 8
exercises).wk-1 supervised

1,000 kcal.day-1
deficit; ,30%
kcal from fat.

AT: 92 (85–98%); RT:
94 (79–100%)

AT: 5634 min.wk-1 supervised;
RT: 36(1 set x 8–12 reps of 8
exercises).wk-1 supervised

AT-M: 89 (74–98%); AT-F: 85
(85–98%); RT-M: 95 (81–100%);
RT-F: 94 (85–98%)

NR

3.6 (0.2 days)

1,000 kcal.day-1
deficit; ,30%
kcal from fat.

ER to induce 0.5–
1.0kg wt loss.wk-1;
*55/15/30

ME: 92.6% (65.5); VE:
90.0% (68.7)

ME: 3655 min.wk-1
supervised AT; VE: 36
30 min.wk-1 supervised AT

400 kcal.day21
deficit; *50–60/
15–20/25–30

NR

83 (80-88%)

3690 min.wk21 supervised RT+AT

500–750 kcal.day21
deficit; 1g protein.kg
bw.d21

Exercise
adherence

Exercise
protocol

Energy restriction
protocol

*Macronutrient composition (%carbohydrate/%protein/%fat). bw, body weight; RT, resistance training; AT, aerobic training; F, female; M, male; ME, moderate intensity exercise group; VE, vigorous intensity exercise group; ER,
energy restriction; HP, high protein diet; STD, standard diet; Energy restriction relate to energy deficit associated with dietary modification and do not include additional energy expenditure from the addition of exercise.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0081692.t002

F (204)

F (18) M (12)

Frimel
2008 [62]

FosterSchubert
2012 [55]

F (107)

Messier
2010 [63]

M (29)

F (15) M (13)

Amati
2008 [60]

Rice
1999 [58]

F (20) M (20)

Straznicky
2010 [65]

F (38)

F (10) M (6)

Toledo
2008 [67]

Janssen
2002 [56]

F (95)

Nicklas
2009 [64]

F (30) M (30)

F (33) M (21)

Villareal
2011 [59]

Janssen
1999 [57]

Sex (n)

Reference

Table 2. Characteristics of included studies.
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[64]. The exercise training groups in these studies showed a
significantly greater improvement than dieting alone [56,57,58].

atrial fibrillation during exercise [59]. Light headedness or
dizziness were also reported for participants in each arm of this
study [59]. In addition, the investigators reported other adverse
outcomes that they suggested were unrelated to study participation
including back and hernia surgery, total hip arthroplasty, three
reports of falls and a paroxysm of atrial fibrillation at home.

Muscle strength
Three studies assessed both upper and lower extremity strength
[52,59,62], while three others assessed either upper [66] or lower
[61,63] extremity strength alone. Five of these studies
[52,59,62,63,66] used the one repetition maximum (1-RM)
strength test while one study used isometric leg extension with
knee joint angle at 90 degrees [61]. All exercise training
interventions demonstrated improved strength both within groups
and between groups (energy restriction plus exercise training
versus respective energy restriction alone), with the exception of
the study of isometric strength [61] where there was a slight
decrease in strength performance. All energy restriction alone
groups showed negligible change or decreases in strength following
weight loss. [59,63,66] Resistance training or combined resistance
and aerobic training improved isotonic strength compared with
their respective diet only groups [52,59,62,63,66]. In the only
study that assessed isometric strength, there was a decrease in
strength of 15% in energy restriction plus exercise training and
25% in energy restriction alone with no between group difference
[61].

Risk of Bias within studies
Assessment of study quality and risk of bias is shown in Table 3
based on generic quality features. Blinding of the outcome assessor
was not possible in the studies included or not noted. All studies
used objective standardised outcome measures and assessed
accordingly. There were no analyses of the risk of bias across
studies due to the lack of included publications in this review.

Cardio-respiratory fitness
Ten of the 14 studies (Table 4) assessed VO2peak using either a
treadmill [55,56,57,58,59,64,67] or cycle protocol [60,63,65].
VO2peak was variously expressed in absolute terms, ml.min-1
[55,56,57,58,63,64], and relative to total body mass, ml.min-1.kg
BM-1 [59,64] and lean body mass, ml.min-1.kg LM-1 [60,65,67].
Two studies showed change in cardiovascular fitness for the
aerobic training groups but not their respective diet only and
resistance training groups [56,58]. Four of the seven studies
showed the energy restriction plus exercise training (aerobic only
or combined training) groups to significantly improve cardiovascular fitness compared to energy restriction alone
[55,59,60,64,65], whilst two did not show a difference between
groups when using aerobic only or resistance training [63,67].
All nine aerobically trained groups showed a significant
improvement in either reported absolute or relative VO2peak.
The only resistance training group showed a significant decrease in
VO2peak from baseline but was not significantly different to their
respective energy restriction only group [63]. Two studies showed
a significant VO2peak improvement relative to total body mass in
both energy restriction alone and energy restriction plus exercise
training groups when training consisted of either combined
aerobic and resistance training [59] or aerobic training alone

Capacity to perform activities of daily living
There is little data on the effects of exercise training added to
energy restriction in terms of capacity to perform activities of daily
living. One study[59] evaluated participants’ physical function
with the use of the modified Physical Performance Test (a selection
of seven standardised tasks including walking 50ft, putting on and
removing a coat, picking up a coin, standing up from a chair,
lifting a book, climbing a flight of stairs, and a progressive
Romberg test) and two additional tests of climbing up and down
four flights of stairs and a 360 degree turn. The physical
performance test score increased by 21% and 12% in the energy
restriction plus aerobic and resistance exercise training group and
energy restriction group respectively. This study showed changes
in single-leg balance at six months improved by 6.3 sec in energy
restriction plus exercise training and by 0.8 sec in energy

Table 3. Appraisal of the quality of studies included.

Reference

Method of treatment
assignment

Control of selection bias
after treatment assignment

Blinding

Outcome assessment (if
blinding was not possible)

Villareal 2011 [59]

b

b

c

a

Nicklas 2009 [64]

a

b

c

a

Toledo 2008 [67]

b

c

c

a

Straznicky 2010 [65]

a

c

c

a

Amati 2008 [60]

c

c

c

a

Messier 2010 [63]

b

d

c

a

Frimel 2008 [62]

b

c

c

a

Daly 2005 [52]

b

c

c

a

Wycherley 2010 [66]

b

c

c

a

Bouchard 2009 [61]

b

c

c

a

Janssen 1999 [57]

b

c

c

a

Janssen 2002 [56]

b

c

c

a

Rice 1999 [58]

b

c

c

a

Foster-Schubert 2012 [55]

a

a

c

a

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0081692.t003
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110 (150)
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Table 4. Changes in absolute and relative cardiovascular fitness following energy restriction and energy restriction with exercise training.
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restriction alone. Gait speed increased by 5.5 m.min-1 and
1.7 m.min-1 in energy restriction plus exercise training and energy
restriction alone. Improved obstacle course time was reported in
both energy restriction plus exercise training (21.1 sec) and
energy restriction alone (20.7 sec). A second study [61] assessed
physical function using a selection of similar tests but did not show
a significant difference between groups in performance following
either energy restriction alone or energy restriction plus resistance
exercise training interventions.

Predicted means of the reported percentage changes from
baseline, in treatment means for body mass, lean mass, and fat
mass are presented in Table 6. The predicted means constructed
from the estimated effects in the linear mixed model analysis were
unadjusted against covariates such as energy imbalance or change
in total body mass. The summaries in Table 6 exclude the two
studies [42,44] that reported skeletal mass and some assumptions
were made about the data from two other studies [60,64]. For
Nicklas et al. [64] we assumed that the baseline (pre) means were
not significantly changed by the drop-out of 17 (15%) of the 112
participants. For Amati et al. [60] we interpreted the footnote to
their Table 4 as ‘‘means of changes were divided by the overall
baseline mean’’ rather than each participant’s change was divided
by each participant’s baseline value and these ratios were
subsequently averaged - the former interpretation is consistent
with the analysis (a repeated measures Anova) described in the
Methods section of their paper. Predicted means of the percentage
changes from baseline for each treatment for body mass were not
significantly different across treatments (Table 6).There was
significant variation in the predicted treatment means of the
percentage changes in lean mass. The loss in lean mass was greater
in the energy restriction alone treatment (23.6160.61%) compared to the energy restriction with the addition of aerobic
exercise
training
(22.1860.66%),
resistance
training
(22.4960.67%), and combined aerobic and resistance exercise
training (21.1560.9%). There was significant variation in the
predicted treatment means of the percentage changes in fat mass.
The LSD tests revealed that the fat mass loss with energy
restriction alone (214.7761.48%) was less than the energy
restriction plus aerobic exercise training or resistance training
interventions, but not in the combined aerobic and resistance
exercise training groups. The calculated proportion of lean mass
loss to total mass loss ranged from 11.3% to 38.9% and 2.0% to
27.9% in energy restriction alone and the collective energy
restriction plus exercise training groups respectively.

Body mass loss and body composition
The 14 studies included in this review reported on 16 energy
restriction only groups and 21 energy restriction plus exercise
training groups (Table 5). The mean body mass loss across studies
of three to four months in duration ranged from 4 6NR (not
reported) kg to 12.163.4 kg and 3.66NR kg to 13.664.1 kg in
the energy restriction and energy restriction plus exercise training
groups respectively [56,57,58,60,61,65,66]. In the longer five and
six month studies the mean body mass loss ranged from 361.8 kg
to 10.764.5 kg and 2.463.0 kg and 9.764.0 kg in energy
restriction and energy restriction plus exercise training groups
respectively [52,59,62,63,67]. For the only 12 month long study
there was a mean body mass loss of 7.16NR kg and 8.96NR kg
in the energy restriction and energy restriction plus exercise
training groups [55]. There were no significant between group
difference in body mass loss within the studies, with the exception
of two [55,66] (Table 5). One of these [55] studies reported
increased physical activity and fat mass loss in the energy
restriction plus aerobic exercise training group compared to the
energy restriction only group. There were no differences in energy
intake between groups. The remaining study [66] reported a
greater fat mass loss in the energy restriction plus exercise training
groups compared with the energy restriction only groups with no
difference in energy intake. This study did not report on the
exercise participation for the energy restriction only groups. The
exercise groups completed 93% of the planned 45 minute
resistance training sessions three days per week. Fat mass loss
between the energy restriction only and energy restriction plus
exercise training groups was not different in those studies that
showed total body mass loss between groups to be similar. Five
studies showed that lean mass or skeletal muscle mass was lost
more in the energy restriction only groups compared to the
exercise training groups but this was not sufficient to produce a
significant difference in total mass loss between the groups
[52,58,59,60,62]. The studies where there was no difference in
total mass loss between the energy restriction only and energy
restriction plus exercise training did not compare energy deficit
differences [52,59,60,61,62,63,64,65,67] or reported similar energy deficits between groups [56,57,58].
In the energy restriction only groups, lean mass or skeletal
muscle mass was reduced in 15 of the 16 diet only groups
[55,56,57,58,59,60,61,62,63,64,65,66,67], and nine of the 21
combined energy restriction plus exercise training groups
(Table 5). Lean mass did not change in the energy only group
in one study [52] where energy restriction achieved a modest 3.5%
total mass loss after six months. Lean mass loss in energy
restriction groups ranged from 0.461.0 kg to 4.161.9 kg while
lean mass loss in energy restriction plus exercise training ranged
from a gain of 0.561.1 kg to a loss of 3.462.0 kg. Skeletal muscle
mass was also shown to increase in one study [58] using MRI after
four months with either aerobic or resistance training. Six studies
reported that the energy restriction plus exercise training groups
lost significantly less lean mass or skeletal muscle mass than the
corresponding energy restriction only groups [52,58,59,60,62].
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

Discussion
This review documents evidence that exercise training provides
important benefits for obese adults undergoing energy restriction
in regards to cardiovascular fitness, muscle strength, and body
composition. The 14 studies documented a total mass loss range of
3.0 to 12.1 kg for energy restriction alone and 2.4 to13.6 kg for
energy restriction combined with exercise training. In this
collection of studies there is a smaller decrease in relative lean
mass (approximately 1 to 2%) when either aerobic, resistance or
combined exercise training is used in addition to energy
restriction. Greater reductions in relative fat mass (approximately
3%) is achieved when either aerobic or resistance exercise training
alone, but not combined exercise training is added to energy
restriction.
The capacity to perform ADLs is influenced by many factors
including BMI, muscle strength, VO2peak, and age, and may also
be linked to the number of hours of TV watching [68]. Obesity
results in reduced aerobic capacity, muscle strength, functional
capacity and lower fatigue resistance when compared to non-obese
individuals [10,69,70]. This review provides evidence that weight
loss in the absence of regular exercise training has no or limited
benefits for muscle strength, whilst exercise training during energy
restriction improves strength. Exercise training during energy
restriction appears to improve cardiovascular fitness to a greater
extent than energy restriction alone. These changes in fitness will
almost certainly improve functional capacity which is impaired in
obesity [59,71,72]. The physical performance test was evaluated
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by two studies in this review [59,61]. An accumulated score of all
measured items showed that fat mass loss may be related to
improved functional capacity; however the addition of regular
exercise training further facilitates improvement and may be
explained by improved muscle strength, VO2peak, and the
protection of lean mass in this group of frail older adults. The
study by Bouchard and colleagues [61] showed greater improvements in one-leg squat, 6-minute walk, and one-leg stand in the
resistance training groups compared to energy restriction alone
but did not show greater improvements on the global physical
capacity scale when comparing diet alone to diet combined with
exercise training. Exercise training alone in this study did show
greater overall physical performance tests compared to the diet
only and the combined diet and exercise training group.
Limitations of that study may include a small sample size, short
intervention period (3 months) and limited weight loss. Despite a
lack of convincing evidence from Bouchard and colleagues [61], it
appears that physical capacity is further enhanced when exercise
training is combined with weight loss. This is particularly evident
in those tasks that require muscle strength and power.
Previous studies have shown that energy restriction combined
with exercise training sufficient to evoke weight loss can promote
improved functional capacities, work capacity and cognitive
performance to a greater extent than energy restriction loss alone
[21,73,74,75,76]. The risk of musculoskeletal injury may be
further reduced and functional capacity enhanced if the training
stimulus is sufficient to stimulate improvement in strength and
aerobic capacity [8,17,29]. Five studies included in this review
showed that resistance exercise training included either in isolation
or when combined with aerobic exercise training during energy
restriction stimulated strength improvements of between 20–30%
in 4–6 months, and could lead to improved occupational
performance [75,77] and reduce occupational musculoskeletal
injury [78].
VO2peak is related to the capacity to perform activities of daily
living in obese individuals [11] and is a predictor of occupational
injury risk [79]. Aerobic exercise training and combined aerobic
and resistance training improve cardiovascular fitness compared to
energy restriction alone. Energy restriction with and without
resistance training in one study [63] showed a decrease in absolute
VO2peak but did not report changes in relative VO2peak.
Combining aerobic and resistance training improved cardiovascular fitness in energy restriction with exercise training compared
to energy restriction alone [59] but not to the extent of
improvements seen in those that used aerobic training alone
[60,64,65,67]. The larger differences in VO2peak were found when
VO2peak was measured relative to total mass or lean mass, with
only small differences for absolute measures of VO2peak. This is
functionally important because power to weight ratio predicts the
performance of weight bearing exercise better than absolute
power.
Across all studies there is a smaller decrease in lean mass and
greater decrease in fat mass when either aerobic or resistance
training is added to energy restriction. Only two of the 31 groups
in the review of 14 studies used combined aerobic and resistance
training and this explains the higher estimated standard errors for
predictions of changes in body mass and composition for this
treatment and, with regard to fat mass, this may also explain the
non-significant comparison with the ER treatment. Two studies
were excluded from analysis as they used measures of skeletal
muscle mass rather than global lean mass. One study showed a
within group and between group increase in skeletal muscle mass
[58]. The remaining study showed that skeletal muscle mass
remained unchanged after the exercise training interventions [56].
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Table 6. Predicted means, over studies, of percentage changes relative to their baseline values in lean mass (LM), fat mass (FM)
and body mass (BM) means.

Variable

ER (n = 14)

ER+A (n = 8)

ER+R (n = 7)

ER+A+R (n = 2)

F-test p-value

LM

23.6160.61 a

22.1860.66 b

22.4960.67 b

21.1560.90 b

,0.001

FM

214.7761.48 b

218.2861.67 a

217.6961.72 a

216.2062.58 a,b

0.025

BM

28.5960.85

29.0360.91

29.1360.93

28.0561.25

0.622

ER = Energy Restriction, ER+A = Energy Restriction + Aerobic Training, ER+R = Energy Restriction + Resistance Training, and, ER+A+R = Energy Restriction + a
combination of Aerobic and Resistance Training. Plus-minus values are predicted means and their standard errors from the linear mixed model analysis. Within a row,
corresponding to a variable, predicted means with lower-case letters in common are not significantly different on the basis of LSDs. n is the number of groups exposed
to a certain treatment; excludes 2 studies that reported skeletal mass.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0081692.t006

Excessive loss of lean mass may be related to premature
mortality [80]. Webster et al. [81] suggests that lean mass loss
should not comprise more than 22% of total weight loss.
Resistance or aerobic exercise training during energy restriction
can meet such a target during weight loss, while it appears that
energy restriction alone cannot and is therefore an important
reason for including exercise training in weight loss interventions.
Obesity, lack of regular exercise training, and low cardiovascular fitness and muscle strength are modifiable factors that relate
to declining physical capacity. The studies included in this review
suggest that the addition of regular exercise training during energy
restriction facilitates improvements in physical performance to a
greater extent than energy restriction alone. More favourable
changes to body composition, strength and VO2peak observed in
the exercise trained groups led to improved functional capacities.
This review was limited by the heterogeneity of the frequency,
intensity, duration and mode of the exercise training approaches
employed across studies. The exercise variables are used to modify
or induce physiological adaptations including aerobic fitness,
muscular strength, endurance or hypertrophy The degree of
energy restriction and macro-nutrient composition of the diet
varied across studies which is likely to influence the rate of lean
mass and body mass loss [27,82]. There was heterogeneity of age
of participants (mean 56 yr; range 37–75 yr), medication usage,
and co-morbidities which limits the generalisability of the current
findings. Additional studies are warranted that focus on younger
obese populations with longer follow up
A further limitation is that the linear mixed model analyses of
changes in body mass and composition were unweighted as the
information required to calculate appropriate weights was not
available. A weighted analysis would have used the estimated
variances of each of the percentage changes and these estimates,
based on the delta method, would have required the variances and
covariances of the pre and post means of each group. Nevertheless,
the unweighted analyses enabled us to estimate treatment effects
from the combined reports of the studies.
Despite the limitations of this review, the addition of exercise
training during energy restriction positively influence body

composition, cardiovascular and muscular fitness. These combined benefits of exercise training with energy restriction may
influence injury risk, postpone onset and severity of physical
disability and may predict functional capacity later in life. The
reduction of disability risk in the obese during aging may best be
managed by the modification of diet with the inclusion of tailored
exercise training that promotes improvements in physical conditioning in addition to the reduction of fat mass and protection of
lean mass. Although weight loss itself is an important outcome,
obese individuals and their health carers should be encouraged to
look beyond weight loss as the only outcome goal.
In conclusion, this systematic review demonstrates that exercise
training confers benefits in absolute and relative cardiovascular
fitness, muscle strength; and positive body composition outcomes
in middle-aged and older adults who are attempting to lose weight
by energy restriction. Exercise training promotes greater fat mass
loss and assists the preservation of lean mass, compared to energy
restriction alone during weight loss interventions. Further, energy
restriction without exercise training has a neutral or negative
influence on cardiorespiratory fitness, muscular strength, and
generates greater loss of lean mass. Clinicians should recommend
exercise training as part of a lifestyle modification for obese
individuals with a focus on improving fitness, function and lean
mass rather than merely creating greater energy deficit for weight
loss.
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